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Make some deserving
square dancer happy .
give him THIS copy of
SQU A R D AWE Magazine
The above may sound like a rather ridiculous request . . . but
don't be surprised if you receive a very sincere "Thank You"
some days later from the grateful recipient for your friendly
gesture.
Unfortunately (especially for publishers) not every dancer
is a reader. Some, in fact, do not subscribe to a square or
round dance publication of any kind. The primary reason for
this, we suspect, is that these dancers have not had the opportunity recently to get acquainted with the new look of a
national magazine like SQUARE DANCE Magazine.
Once they see and read the entertaining, informative features . . . the unmatched workshop section .
. the superior
record review section . . the national and regional news . .
the clean modern layout and art . . . and all those things that
make a really good magazine . . . these dancers are sure to
be impressed. They'll find themselves enjoying reading about
their hobby like you have.
So, please pass on this copy of SQUARE DANCE (after
you've read it, of course) to some deserving dancer. Who knows?
He may become a subscriber and make this publisher happy.

ARVID OLSON
Publisher and Editor
P.S. If a friend gave you this copy of SQUARE DANCE Magazine and you too would like to become a subscriber
. just
send a check for $5. with your name and address and you'll
receive the next 12 exciting issues.

AGAIN IN CHICAGO!

ILLINOIS STATE
SQUARE DANCE
CONVENTION n
CONRAD HILTON HOTEL
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
All activities under one roof. Room for 700 squares—plenty
of dance floor space. Air-conditioned throughout for your comfort. Wonderful acoustics. Demonstrations and after parties.
Square dance exhibitor booths. Free souvenir program book .
Planned activities for youngsters. Midwest's finest
callers and round dance leaders. Gracious living
in Chicago's foremost hotel at square dancer rates .
Write for special train and bus schedules.

Write for information to:
Dee and Bill Gresens
Directors of Registration
SECOND ILLINOIS STATE
SQUARE DANCE CONVENTION
25 East Chestnut Street
Chicago, Illinois 60611

B etween gips
Styling is the form, appearance, and character of our dancing.
It is the difference between dancing and merely moving around
while music is playing. This month two outstanding features—"Let's
Talk About Styling," an interview with Johnny Davis, and "Styling Is
Good Dancing" by Lib and Tom Hubbard-- are devoted to this allimportant phase of our hobby.
Styling begins at the first session when a new dancer is introduced to square dancing. It is a continuing process that progresses
through club and workshop levels. As dancers advance and become more experienced, their styling should continue to improve,
and their dancing should get smoother and smoother.
By knowing how to dance every figure or break that he calls,
it is much easier for a caller or instructor to teach square dancing
correctly. The old saying, "If you can't dance it, don't call it," makes
a lot of sense.
It does take a little more effort and time to learn the latest
basics. But if it takes too much time for the caller to learn, it will
also take too much time for the dancer to learn. So, if a caller can't
dance it, he shouldn't call it. If he does call it, it should be taught
so that the styling for that particular movement is correct.
The caller or instructor is responsible for setting the proper
mood and for showing correct styling. By doing this conscientiously,
he is teaching his dancers what is correct and what is not correct.
More and more callers and dancers are becoming aware of styling
and are doing something about it.
Here is what you can do. First, check your own styling. Second,
improve upon your weak points. Third, be proud you are a square
dancer and let it show in your posture, actions, and styling. You'll
be surprised how much more fun square dancing is when it is done
with style.
Dance with the music, and you'll enjoy dancing more. Flow
through the calls. Take time to dance each basic to the music. Listen
to the music. Square DANCING is fun.

-Virvicl Olson
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"In square dancing, because it is
dancing, the main boundary line is
the definition of dancing itself—
motion set to music."

"LET'S TALK
ABOUT
STYLING"
by

JOHNNY DAVIS

in talking about styling I've often
thought that maybe we use the
wrong term. I know a lot of men in
particular say that they don't want
to be 'stylish' or 'pretty.' That's
the way they look at styling. Every
other physical recreation has a correct form, like golf or bowling.
Square dancing is no exception. If
we had a different word, whether it
would be form or whatever, it would
be better than styling. We are in
need of a better choice of terms."
This analysis of styling was made
by Johnny Davis of Erlanger, Ky., in
an exclusive SQUARE DANCE interview. With 17 years in square
dancing behind him, Johnny drew
easily on his own experiences to emphasize the importance of styling and
its role in the activity.
Because he feels that styling and
dancing to the music are as much
a part of square dancing as the figures themselves, Johnny stresses that
"Styling should be taught to new
dancers right from the very first lesson. We must teach new dancers that
they are to dance to the music and
that there is a proper way to do
each figure."
Johnny adds that many callers fail
to teach and stress styling because
there are so many basics to teach in
so short a time. When styling is neglected during the learning period,
dancers find themselves walking
through figures rather than dancing
them.
"I've even had dancers come up to
me and say that the music bothers
them. They don't want to hear too
much music because they say they
are concentrating on the calls.
if we tell people we're teaching
them dancing, then we should do
just that. If we can't get them
through to a reverse tea cup chain in
the first ten lessons, then it's not too
great a tragedy if we've taken the
time to teach them what the music
is for. It's something more than just

background noise."
His ideas on teaching are wellfounded, for Johnny includes a
weekly class among his scheduled 13
clubs in Ohio and Kentucky. He is
one of very few full-time callers who
does only limited touring. He concentrates on working in his own home
area. His clubs dance every possible
level, from first-nighters to challenge.
Styling is an evident part of the Davis
club program, as is obvious after five
minutes of watching his dancers glide
through the figures.
Johnny is precise in incorporating
his ideas on styling even into his
highest level dance groups.
"Most people think challenge dancing is nothing more than executing
complex figures. In any other activity
there is always a specific framework
in which to operate. For instance, in
a basketball game there are boundaries to watch and certain rules to
follow. Square dancing has its
boundaries too.
"In square dancing, because it is
dancing, the main boundary line is
the definition of dancing itself—motion set to music. In challenge dancing too many people get through the
figures, but they ignore the dancing
part. The real challenge is executing
the figures in time to the music while
using the proper form or styling."
Styling is missing, according to
Johnny, in the dancing of those who
have never learned to interpret music
adequately.
"Dancers who have not been
taught the proper way to use styling
in their dancing try to invent their
own personal ways of interpreting
the music. These are the people you
see doing a lot of kicking, twirling,
and yelling."
There's very little "kicking, twirling, and yelling" within Johnny's
clubs. Dancing to the music in excellent style abounds. Why? Because
ohnny Davis likes to practice what
he
J preaches.
•
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STYLING IS GOOD

FORWARD
Styling, like personality, is an individual
thing that one cannot
get out of a book. Styling is good dancing. It
is something that sometimes "your best friend
won't tell you" about,
but we would like to
make some suggestions
that might enhance the
reflection we see in our
own round dance mirror. So come, stand before your mirror and
take a good hard look
at your reflection.

Lib and Tom Hubbard
of Atlanta, Ga. have been
round dance instructors for
13 years. They are featured
at festivals throughout the
southeast.
10

HEAD ERECT

BODY ERECT

The magic of these
words works wonders
on dance posture. Margaret Craske of Ted
Shawn's University of
the Dance has an excellent tip on keeping
the head erect. Pretend
you have a string attached to the center top
of your head and tied
to the ceiling. This
should keep you from
chin-leading.
Now, pull your shoulders down and back. At
first, this suggestion usually brings on the
hunched shoulders and
tense back reaction until you realize that the
important word is
down. Are you beautiful yet? Not yet? Then
keep trying. There are
a few other things to
be checked.

Try this exercise.
Stand tall. Take a deep
breath, pulling in hard
on the abdomen and
tucking your seat under. Hold your breath,
and then slowly exhale,
holding tight to the
muscles. Try that several times. It's surprising how much good it
does.
An assist to holding
the body erect is
straight legs. Do you
dance with bent knees?
If you let yourself stick
out behind, you must
compensate by bending
the knees. Is this your
picture?

DANCING
BY LIB and TOM HUBBARD, ATLANTA, GEORGIA

FOOTWORK

HANDS

IN MOTION

The beauty of your
reflections depends
greatly on that all-important factor of how
you place your feet on
the floor. Try this.
Stand with feet flat on
the floor. Now raise
your heels just barely
from the floor. You are
now on the balls of
your feet. This is where
you should dance. Heels
rarely touch the floor.
The famous or infamous "heel dumper" never attains the beauty
and style of the dancer
who applies these little
rules to his dancing.

What do we do with
our hands? Any excessive motion with the
hands calls attention to
the hands and not to
the overall picture of
movement. Ladies in
round dancing, dressed
in their lovely fullskirted dresses and petticoats, have an opportunity of "skirt play".
Lloyd Shaw once
said, "Beautiful lines
and patterns of sweeping skirts held lightly in
the free hand may become a lovely integral
part of the dance."
From the Spanish
dancers, the gentlemen
have adopted placing
the free hand, fingers
closed, palm out, over
the back hip pocket.
Here again we enter
the area of individualism. See which reflection you like best—the
above, in which the use
of the hands appears to
be a planned part of
the dance, or one in
which they hang, flop,
or bend.

Now comes the true
test. How do you look
in motion on the dance
floor? Take all the preceding tips out on the
floor with you. Keep
your center of gravity
over your steps, not
ahead of them or behind. Do not overdance, for this is as conspicuous as under-dancing. Dance on the
balls of your feet so you
are not a "heel clumper.
Remember that the
grace note of all round
dancing is this: It matters not how many routines you learn or how
difficult they are. It
matters not how perfectly styled your performance is if that most
important ingredient is
missing—the pleasure of
dancing, the pure enjoyment that shows on
your faces as you glide
through the rounds
with a glow of exhuberance.
What reflection do
you see now?
■
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PEACEFUL VALLEY, COW. - - 0 For scenery lovers and eastern dudes who enjoy "going western"
at least once a year, Peaceful Valley Lodge, near Lyons. Colo., is the place.
Plenty of square and round dancing to a top staff. home cooking, and all
the dude ranch atmosphere you like are featured at this family resort tucked
away in the eastern Rocky Mountains. ❑ Peaceful Valley is a family project.
Owners Mabel and Karl Boehm get plenty of help in operating the ranch
from their three children. A staff of 25, including trained supervisors for
the children's program, insures a delightful stay for each guest. 0 The activity program at Peaceful Valley has been carefully developed by the Roehms
since they purchased the lodge in 1953. After a fire destroyed t he original
resort, they completely rebuilt it, adding many new features, including a
lounge, enclosed swimming pool, deluxe guest rooms, and a new dining
room. 0 The first Peaceful Valley vacations were actually dance institutes
built solely around workshops and many hours of dancing. Finally, though,
the institutes were abondoned in favor of family vacations. The chief reason,
as Karl puts it, was, "It seemed a crime for people to drive a thousand
miles or mOre to be cooped up in a dance hall all day while there was the
whole of the Rocky Mountains available to them." 0 Every member of the
family "gets into the act" at Peaceful Valley. Young folks and the not-soyoung can choose from a string of 62 horses for riding, plus swimming, hiking, fishing, mountain climbing, and a score of expeditions and side trips
into the splendid land of the Rockies. 0 Families who select any one of
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Mabel

and Karl Boehm
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After the dance, coffee r4d62
by the fire and a song mirommi
Or two.

An evening dance party
swings out in the Peaceful Valley (lance hall.
Peaceful Valley Lodge,
in the South St. Vrain
Canyon, near Lyons,
Colo.

VACATIONS FOR SQUARES
the ten weeks of square dance vacations at Peaceful Valley will find "going
western" lots more fun than Roy Rogers ever dreamed. Riding lessons are
available for all age groups.
"Many folks," mentioned Karl in a recent
SQUARE DANCE interview. "come to Peaceful Valley who have never
even been on a horse before. But after a few days, they're ready to take part
in the weekly gymkhana, a combination horse show and rodeo put on by
and for the guests. If you've never seen your favorite caller in a water race
on horseback, you're missing something !"
The dance program caters to
guests of every age at Peaceful Valley. Karl leads a dance and sing-along
party each evening for the youngsters before their parents take to the floor.
Afternoon workshops are scheduled daily for those who wish to attend, but
the dance pace is comfortable and relaxed with no pressure on guests to
participate. D The Peaceful Valley Vacations for Squares, scheduled June
19 through Aug. 27 this year, will feature: Don Armstrong, Ben Baldwin,
Bill Barr, Floyd Bohart, Don Burkholder, Ken Crow, Leon Franks, Jimmy
Knight, Bill Peterson, Ray Quade, Bob Radford, Lenny Roos, Dale Wagner,
and Kenny Wandt. This top-notch crew of callers, along with the Boehms
and their capable staff, guarantee dancers a western vacation they will long
remember. Reservations are still available for this year. ❑ For brochures
and weekly schedules for 1966 Peaceful Valley vacations, write: Karl E.
Boehm, Peaceful Valley Lodge, SD-5, Star Route, Lyons, Colo. He'll be
happy to show you the time of your life.
•
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FIT AS A
FIDDLE
by Stan Burdick
41e1-# /11016;
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OW there's a misnomer if I ever
N
heard one: Fit as a Fiddle! Did you
ever examine the shape of a fiddle—
long, skinny neck, plump, squatty
body, and a couple of notches in its
middle that resemble an Elizabethan
corseted torso ready to explode?
Well, the fiddle is somewhat synonymous with the square dance. In
this exploration we're interested in
questioning the fitness aspects of
our hobby. So it's an apt enough title
to start things off.
Does square dancing really make
you fit and keep you in trim? Maybe
not too much, but it sure gives one a
good rationale for eating plenty of
cake at the end of a dance on the
premise that there's been a compensating ''workout."
We'll grant that there is some muscle tone-up possible in a fast dive
thru, pass thru, swing thru, and
square thru. If you spend a lot of
time in the gym boxing gnats, swinging on a vine, running ( round one),
and looping the loop (in non-square
dance literal parlance), you could
probably "diet 90" in good form.
There are notable differences between the dance hall and your
friendly neighborhood gym. First of
all, there's no good, pungeant locker
room odor in the former—just a hundred blended scents of Ban, Mum,
Right Guard, Tussy, and perfumed
petticoats. Lovely, but so artificial!
There are similarities in the language
evidenced in each, however, as we've
illustrated herewith.
Let's turn our attention from the
dancer to the caller. Boy, that guy
has got it made! Ever think about it?
There he stands, effervescing and expostulating at 60 words per minute,
while his subjects are often just plain
perspiring at two brow towels an
hour.
Or you could look at it another
way. The dancers are getting the
benefits of a healthy fitness program

while the caller stands around getting obese, the beast. Raise your
placards in revolt, you legions of
danceability, lest your numbers evaporate to a few isolated isometricoriented isotopes!
Speaking of callers and of laying
down and standing up exercises
(who was?), I'd like to submit this
little poem, which you'll recognize
as an old English paradoxical axiom,
slightly exaggerated.

........",..--\
170-CI-Do

THE CALLER

One who is especially trained,
Who by vocal swift refrain,
Systematically makes to fall
Two by two the dancers, all
Like dominoes, till naught can move;
And his STANDING doth improve.
Sorry we're getting off on a tandem
or two with this fitness treatise. But
maybe we can be permitted one
more off-the-cuff comment, i.e., challenge dancers aren't any smarter than
ordinary square dancers. They've just
got their ignorance better organized.
Sometimes you get overtired with
all the called for movement of the
feet at a dance and (dare we suggest) the uncalled for movement of
critical lips on a few occasions, but
keep in mind that the activity itself
remains extremely beneficial. It's like
a flame. It can burn a house down
or light a candle; it can start a forest
fire or start a campfire; it can melt
butter or harden an egg—depending
on proper direction.
Here's one more thought. Square
dancing keeps you young, and we
don't mean just from a physical point
of view. That's only half the battle
of life and happiness. Everyone
needs to laugh, have fun with congenial company, and mix socially.
Let's take time to live with PEOPLE through square dancing. Have
fun with people, and keep "fit as a
fiddle," no matter what your age, or
what shape your stomach happens to
•
be in.

sro By THE k76117
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LADIES:
HOW TO
DRESS
AS AN
INDIVIDUAL
BY REGINA PAULSON

HOW does one dress as an individual? To dress like one, you must
be one. E Pluribus Unum is a fine
national motto, but who wants to be
one among many when it comes to
your square dance wardrobe?
Fashionably speaking, dressing as
an individual means that the dress
never dominates you. There is never
the question, "Where is that dress
taking that lady?"
You dominate the dress by having
it enhance your personality as well as
your figure. What you do for the
dress is see that it fits you perfectly
because without proper fit even the
most elegant outfit looks dowdy.
Most ladies recognize their figure
faults and learn to compensate for
them in their clothes. It is the rare
woman, however, who recognizes her
type, cultivates it, and dresses accordingly.
There are three basic looks" which
square dancers in quest of individuality can cultivate.
THE TAILORED LOOK
Simplicity of line is the key to the
tailored look. Necklines are uncluttered, collared or not. All trimmings
are flat—braid, rickrack, or fabric
inserts. The classic squaw dress is a
perfect example of the tailored look.
Unadorned prints and simple blouses
with skirts can be worn most successfully by the lady who is happiest in
understated fashions.
THE ULTRA-FEMININE LOOK
This look is based on the old
fashioned girl and makes ample use
of frills, flounces, and furbelows.
Tucking and shining, ribbons and
lace—anything goes in trimming. But
it can be overdone, and often is. Still,
if kept within bounds, nothing is
more appealing to men, and to ladies
too, who, as the song goes, "enjoy
being a girl."

THE EXOTIC LOOK
The most difficult look to define
and the most elusive to create is
the exotic look. It depends upon
using one's clothes in an imaginative
manner. It can consist of an Oriental
effect created by wearing an elaborately gold-encrusted squaw dress and
a pair of outsized gold hoop earrings.
Or can it be achieved through stark
simplicity, contrasted by a shock of
color. An example would be wearing
an unadorned black dress over a
scarlet petticoat and pantalettes with
a single scarlet rose tucked into the
neckline. This look is strictly for
those who dare experiment with the
unusual and are able to sustain the
effect.
e

o

e

Accessories can make or break an
outfit. Suit your accessories to each
dress. For instance, a frothy pink
checked gingham with crisp white
rickrack does not lend itself to rhinestone jewelry. How about those rosebud earrings instead?
Jewelry is a most effective means
of individualizing your square dance
clothes. It can be an imaginative adjunct to your dress.
For example, Nita Page, Bob's
lovely wife, uses an exquisite collection of original Indian jewelry to
complement her wardrobe. This is, in
a sense, her fashion trademark. Shirley Johnson, Bruce's better and prettier half, uses earrings in many ingenious ways. Each of Shirley's
dresses has a pair of earrings carefully chosen as an appropriate accent.
There is nothing unusual about a
bandanna print, but Phyllis Speidel
lifted it out of the ordinary by repeating the design in plastic earrings.
These are but three outstanding examples of imagination and individuality.
Don't settle for the ordinary. Use
your imagination and think as an individual. You will surely look like
one!
■
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SQUARE DANCE MAGAZINE'S

"HOW SQUARE
DANCING CHANGED
MY LIFE"
STORY CONTEST
Any subscriber is invited to write a personal experience article of about 700
words. Each month's winner receives $10
and a chance at the Grand Prize of on
expense-paid square dance week end.

I

THIS MONTH'S WINNING
ENTRY BY

_

Is

EVERETT HOWARD
Canton, Illinois

Bonnie (my wife) and I have always enjoyed being with other people. Square dancing has increased
this fun and certainly has helped us
meet many interesting people all over
these United States. We both enjoy
dancing and helping others get interested through teaching and calling. Next to our own enjoyment, the
introducing of others to this growing
activity is our most pleasurable experience.
Someone once said, "To be a leader, you must use patience, tact, and
tolerance." These characteristics prevail in all square dancers who stay
in square dancing. We have learned, along with our friends, the art
of getting along with others. Maybe
all square dancers are born this way
(able to get along with people), but
I suspect it's an acquired attribute
gained through association with other dancers.
There comes a time in most people's lives when they need a friendly,
relaxing way to express themselves.
The sooner these people are introduced to this activity of ours, the better it is for them. I might add that
the right way to introduce folks to
square dancing is through a program
properly presented as a one-night
stand, followed by the formation of
a new dance group, rather than a
series of lessons.
Bonnie especially likes the frilly,
pretty clothes the ladies wear for
square dancing. She says they make
her feel so young and gay and cheerful. This activity is the only one in
which such attire can be appropriately worn. You can dress as gay as
you like, or on the conservative side,
both guys and gals, and each in his
own way is truly well dressed.
In our memories, both Bonnie and
I consider the association of square
dancing as the greatest of all. We always say, "We were not dancing
then." We date our lives B.S.D., Before Square Dancing.
■
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HERE ARE I HE
DETAILS
The staff of SQUARE DANCE would like YOU to
tell them in your own words about your most rewarding square dance experience or how square dancing
changed your life. No doubt you have several such experiences worth writing about. Why not compose one
into an article of about 700 wards and enter the
contest.
Each month one winning article is published in SQUARE
DANCE. The article is selected by the staff. The author wins the MONTHLY PRIZE and also is eligible
to win the GRAND PRIZE at the end of the contest
year.
Articles need not be formal essays. We prefer informal
pieces. You may enter as many articles as you like but
may win only once. You must be a subscriber to
SQUARE DANCE. Articles will not be returned unless a self-addressed envelope is included.

MONTHLY PRIZE
The winning article will be published and its author
will receive a prize of $10.

GRAND PRIZE
Grand Prize will be a square dance week end at the
resort or institute of your choice. Accommodations,
meals, etc. for the winning COUPLE will be paid by
SQUARE DANCE. Transportation is not included. The
prize winner will be selected at the end of the
pt. 1965-Aug. 1966 publication year from among the
12 monthly winners.
MAAITIMAA00000W0Xi0AAKMAAAAAKCAM000:0000
Send your articles to: Contest Editor

SQUARE DANCE MAGAZINE
514 CHERRY CIR., GLENVIEW, ILL. 60025
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0 All new square and round dance records advertised or reviewed in SQUARE DANCE O
'0
p Magazine are available from the dealers listed on this page. Write directly to the 0
A
0 dealer of your choice for the Spring-Summer 1966 Square and Round Dance Record .O
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SQUARE DANCE BOOK SERVICE
514 CHERRY CIRCLE, GLENVIEW, ILLINOIS 60025
Our Reader Service Department operates a book sales service for your convenience.
All books are sold with a 10-day examination return privilege. Please enclose check
or money order with your order. Add 25 cents for each book to cover postage and
mailing.
SWING BELOW

$1.50

ROUND DANCE BOOK

Compiled by Ed Moody. A great book for
square dancers looking for broader fields to
enjoy themselves by becoming interested in

sequent history. Important positions for major
dances. Illustrated. Musical scores included.

Contra Dancing. Illustrated.

SQUARE DANCER'S GUIDE

$1.00

Noble E. Specs of Lomita, California has put
together this interesting guide explaining 127
different terms in connection with Square

MUSICAL MIXER FUN

Written by

R.

$1.00

Written by Ray and Arvid Olson. Simple, fun,
easily-taught musical mixers - the kind that

Dancing. A "must" book for every beginner.

A WORLD OF FUN

$5.00

Written by Lloyd Shaw. An indispensable
addition to the library of the dancing instructor. Origin of each dance and its sub.

can be used for one night stands as well as
for regular groups gathered together for

$2.00

fellowship and recreation. Contains 50 dances.

Harold Hipps and Wallace

Chappell. Illustrated by Sarah Jones McCleskey. An instruction manual for use with The
World Of Fun Folk Game and Dance Records.
Sections are arranged to help the inexperienced leader learn to lead more effectively. 203
pages. Also explains dances of over 23 countries. Worth many times the small cost.

ROUND DANCE MANUAL

$4.00

NEW book on round dancing published in
1962 by a real authority, Frank Hamilton.
134 pages of comprehensive new material for
callers, teachers, club committees, and dancers. Answers every conceivable problem connected with round dancing. A well written

SQUARE DANCE Magazine
BOOK SERVICE
I 514 Cherry Cir.
Glenview, III. 60025
I

I Enclosed is $
the following:

please send

Add 25 cents for each book to cover postage I
and mailing.

manual.

CONTRAS ARE FUN

$1.50

Written by Al Brundage and Reuben Merchant.

❑

SWING BELOW

$1.50 I

7

SQUARE DANCER'S GUIDE

$1.00

A progressive arrangement of twelve contras,
with full explanations for teachers, callers and
dancers. Includes diagrams and glossary of
tnr rns

A WORLD OF FUN

$2.00 I

❑

ROUND DANCE MANUAL

$4.00 I
$1.50

AMERICAN ROUND DANCING.$1.50
Written by Frank Hamilton. Book provides

❑

CONTRAS ARE FUN

standardized list of R D terminology, abbreviations, and definitions; guidance for dancers

❑

AMERICAN ROUND DANCING

$1.50

wishing to learn by themselves; gives teaching methods and suggestions; list of sugges-

❑

COWBOY DANCES

$5.00

tions to help club committees; standardized
method of writing up dance instructions.

❑

THE AMERICAN SQUARE DANCE $1.95

❑

ROUND DANCE BOOK ..

$5.00

❑

MUSICAL MIXER FUN .

$1.00

COWBOY DANCES

$5.00

Written by Lloyd Shaw. While Cowboy Dances
is addressed to beginners it will be a delight
to all who care for the colorful old calls.

Book presents some 75 dances. Illustrated.

THE AMERICAN SQUARE
DANCE

Name

$1.95

Written by Margot Mayo. An authentic history of square dancing, its ups and downs
over the years. Includes descriptions of
simple movements and glossary of patterns
and good fiddle tunes.

Address

City

State

MODEL 636 ' Slimair" Dynamic — Exceptionally fine for PA, recording and
general use. Response 60-13,000 cps;
output 58db. Pop-proof head. Wide
pickup range. On-off switch. Satin
chrome finish. Tiltable head. Built-in
MC-4 connector. 18' cable. 10',"4" long
including stud. List price $72.50

OUR PRICE

$43.50

MODEL 623 Slim Dynamic

Ideal for
PA, recording and general use. Use on
stand or in hand. Omnidirectional. Response 60-12,000 cps; output level -56 db. Hi- or Lo-Z by changing one
wire in connector. Pressure cast; satin
chrome finish. Tiltable head. On-off
switch. 18' cable. 7.2" by 1 5/16".
List price $57.00

OUR PRICE

$34.20

MODEL 630 High Fidelity, High-Output
Dynamic
Response 60-11,000 cps;
output level -- 55 db. Unaffected by
heat or humidity. Acoustalloy diaphragm. Tiltable head. Built-in MC -3
connector. On-off switch. Satin chrome
finish. Available in Hi-Z or 150
matches 50-250 ohms). 1.0-Z balanced
to ground. Size 2'461, x". 18' Cable.
List price $52.50

OUR PRICE_ $31.50
MODEL 924 Lavalier Crystal - For
chest or hand use. Supplied with neck
cord, support clips and 18' cable. Satin
chrome finish. Wire mesh head acoustically treated for wind and moisture protection. Output — 60 db. Response 60-8000 cps. Hi-Z. 3.5/32" x 1
7/32-. Cable has integral strain re.
lief. List price $20.00

OUR PRICE

$12.00

You get terrific savings plus a FREE gift when
you buy a top quality Electro -Voice Mike NOW!
Look over these fine values in famous ElectroVoice Mikes. Never before such low, low prices
PLUS a choice of a FREE GIFT with any model, except the MODEL 924. Send check or moneyorder for full amount. We pay postage. We also
furnish free plug with mike. Specify type needed.
Hurry, order today.

SQUARE DANCE SHOP
6407 North Caldwell Ave., Chicago, III. 60646
PHONE: 312-763-8252

YOUR CHOICE OF 3 GIFTS
Except with Model 924'
A.

5 FREE RECORDS
Reg. $7.25 value. Our assortment.

B.

STEEL RECORD CASE
Sturdy, lightweight. Holds 120 45
rpm records. $6.00 value.

C

TRADE IN OLD MIKE
$6.00 ALLOWANCE.
Regardless of condition. Doesn't
have to work.

Edited by Willard Orlich

CHOREOGRAPHY
The past three months of this
Choreography section should have
given the beginning caller a general
idea of the fundamentals of square
dance choreography. It would be
wise to retain these sections as a
whole for future reference, especially when the time comes to use your
own figures for teaching purposes.
In addition to the listed "shapes"
of squares, there is the occasional
gimmick type dance in which a big
"L" might be formed. An allemande
left command finds each end of the
"L" frantically trying to get across
the set in order to execute the command. A simple example of this idea
follows.
Couple number three bow and swing
Lead to the right, circle four
Number three gent break, line up
four
Forward four and back you go
Couple number two swing some more
Promenade around the floor
Go three-quarters around, stand beside couple number one
This line forward and back
Left allemande . . .
And then we have the "H" figure,
formed by a line of four standing in
the middle of the set with couples
facing each other across the set but
along the line.

LAZY Fl
by Ed Gilmore, Yucaipa, Calif. (1957)

First couple bow and swing
Down the center, split the ring, go
around one
Four in line you stand
Forward four and four fall back
Forward again and stand pat
Sides right and left thru along the
line
Right and left back, you're doing
fine
Line of four back out, centers arch,
ends duck out
Separate, go around two, between the
sides you stand
Lonesome couple bow and swing
Down the center, split the ring
Around just one to a line of four
Forward eight and back with you
Center four right and left thru
Same ones pass thru
Left allemande . . .
Over the years, many versions and
variations of the above figure have
been written by just as many various
authors. Taking this same thought,
namely the "H ' figure, your editor
uses the following figure to teach
where and how to end a dixie chain.
Dancers usually have no problem
starting a dixie chain, but they are
very vague as to where the movement technically ends before the next
command is given, e.g. lady go left,
gent go right, or on to the next (on
the circumference of the circle), two
ladies chain, and so on. (See Basic
Breakdown, March 1966 SQUARE
DANCE Magazine.)
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DIXIE CHAIN SHOWDOWN
by Willard Orlich, Cuyahoga Falls, Ohio

Head couples right and left thru
Ladies lead to a dixie chain
Turn left single file, around one,
dixie chain
Sides right and left thru along the line
Right and left back, you're doing
fine
Heads turn hack, dixie chain (men
lead)
Boys go left, girls go right, around
one
Into the middle and star thru
Swing star thru, California twirl
Cross trail thru to a left allemande ...
There are other shapes, like the
big "I", the "T" shape, the "Z" shape,
and the "U" shape. Possibly the one
type of choreography that we haven't
touched upon which can be applied
to all shapes is position dancing, normally referred to as arky figures. This
is a phase of square dance choreography said to be hated by some dancers and callers. Perhaps it is fear of
the unknown or misunderstanding
that causes this feeling. But this is
a subject in itself and will be treated
in a special article in a future issue.

CALLERS' QUESTIONS
In answer to several inquiries regarding trying all ideas sent to the
SQUARE DANCE Workshop, the answer is yes, IF the suggested idea
does not violate the rules of an already established basic. Your editor
will not expose the dancers to such
ideas which do violate accepted
movements ever, for trial purposes.
An example of this type of movement
was chain thru, which supposedly
had the men merely star thru wit
the lady chaining toward him. The
courtesy turn was eliminated without the man doing his part of the star
thru. Chain star thru rectified this.
24

This month we explored nine new
ideas at the SQUARE DANCE
Workshop's Third Anniversary dance.
The dancers presented caller George
Jabbusch with a huge cake with his
portrait in frosting on one half and
another frosting portrait of the North
and South American continents on
the other half with an inscription to
your editor and his wife. The cake
itself was delicious tool
STEVE JUNIEWICZ, Absecon, N.J.:
"Swap-n-twirl is a swap around immediately followed by a California
twirl."
Dancers preferred swap-n-trade,
thereby more usable with the same
sex working as partners. This is another combination call and still in the
gimmick classification.
JACK LASRY, Miami, Fla.: "Cur&
que in dixie style or dixie curlique,
by Lee Kopman, Long Island, N.Y.,
is the same as dixie star thru, except
the dancers do a curlique with the
one they meet instead of a star thru.
All rules are the same."
Same idea from two different
sources. It works okay, but we still
have to teach a normal curlique correctly. The curl thru ( a conflicting
term) is dying out, so maybe we can
soon revive the curlique idea. The
movement is very usable today in setting up swing thrus, spin the tops,
and the like.
RUSS SMITH, Houghton, Mich.:
"Advance or retard the clock is a new
idea. From double pass thru position
(or equivalent), each group of four
people rotates (in their four corners)
one position without changing facing
direction. Dancers move in clockwise
direction on call to advance the clock
and in counter clockwise direction on
call to retard the clock."
It was fun figuring out what was
expected of the dancers from your

original explanation. We had about
six versions. I think the above explanation might be a little clearer.
Dancers questioned the value of the
movement in light of the marching
effect plus remembering what happened to the jerky shuffle the deck.
BOB DUBREE, Knoxville, Tenn.:
"Has anyone used the quarter square
turn thru movement? Figures enclosed. . . ."
Thanks, Bob. No, I don't think it
has been used, but maybe that's because it's just a plain turn thru equivalent, i.e., right forearm turn back
with opposite and pull by. It's a good
gimmick, though, like heads box the
gnat, quarter split square thru to a
left allemande. It would keep dancers on their toes, just like the first
time some caller had me ready to
pass thru to a left allemande and the
command came to "Square thru twoeighths to a left allemande . . ."

BASIC BREAKDOWN
F.
"
CHAINS AND STARS, K..' -11

1

Wheel chain: Two ladies do a
chain across to the opposite man, but
interrupt the movement with a full
turn in the middle before going to
the opposite side to be courtesy turned. The once and a half turn in the
middle is usually done with a right
forearm turn or "pigeon wing" two
right hand star motion. The latter
method tends to keep the ladies
closer together in a tight situation.
EXAMPLES
by Willard Orlich, Cuyahoga Falls, Ohio

Head two ladies wheel chain, turn
em around
Side two ladies wheel chain, turn
'em around
All four ladies wheel chain, turn
em around

(Grasp wrist ahead to form a four
hand basket)
Walk all around the left hand lady
Partner left a do-paso, corner right
around you go
Partner left, roll promenade . . .
Head ladies chain three-quarters
Sidegents turn them, roll away,
half- sashay
Left allemande . . .
Promenade, don't slow down
Head couples wheel around, right
and left thru
Put the ladies in the lead for a dixie
chain
On to the next, two ladies chain
Ladies lead to a dixie chain
On to the next, two ladies chain
Cross trail thru, new corner a left
hand swing
Boys star right across the ring
Left allemande the corner . . .
Head ladies chain three-quarters
Side gents turn 'em around
Forward six and back, pass thru
Turn right single file, go around one
to a line of four
Forward eight and back, centers box
the gnat
Right and left thru, end two ladies
chain
Across from you, go right and left
thru
Cross trail thru to the corner
Left allemande . . .
ISLAND CHAIN

Head two ladies wheel chain
Side ladies to the right, come back
again
(Side ladies go to right hand man,
turn him right forearm with no
courtesy turn, and go back to original man with a left forearm
turn.)
Side ladies wheel chain
Head ladies to the right, come back
again
(Same traffic pattern used by side
ladies)
Head ladies wheel chain
zs

Side ladies to the right, come back
again
Side ladies wheel chain
Head ladies to the right, come back
again
Walk all around the left hand lady
Partner left, roll promenade . . .
ISLAND CHAIN VARIATION

Head two ladies wheel chain
Side ladies to the right, a full turn,
send them on (to the next right
hand man with a left forearm
turn)
Side ladies wheel chain
Head ladies to the right, a full turn,
send them on
Walk all around the left hand lady
Partner left, roll promenade . . .

FIGURES AND BREAKS
JUST FOR FUN
by Milton Lease, Palm Springs, Calif.

Heads to the center, back with you
Forward again, half square thru
California twirl, back away
Sides divide, star thru
Down the center, half square thru
California twirl, heads divide, star
thru
Down the center, half square thru
California twirl, sides divide,
thru
Down the center, half square thru
California twirl, heads divide, star
thru
Face your corner, left allemande . . .
EASY DID
by Sam Stead,
Bracebridge, Alta., Canada

One and three Aar thru, dixie daisy
Cross by the right, half by the left
Cross by the right, centers in
Cast off three-quarters round, star
thru, centers in
Cast off three-quarters round, star
thru, square thru three hands
Left allemande . . .
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DIDI

by Sam Stead,
Bracebridge, Alta., Canada

Four ladies chain, turn your Sue
One and three star thru, pass thru
Circle there to a line of four
Pass thru, wheel and deal
Dixie daisy (patter)
Centers in, cast off three-quarters,
star thru
Centers in, cast off three-quarters,
star thru
Square thru three-quarters
Left allemande . . .
PODID
by Sam Stead,

Bracebridge, Alta., Canada
One and three star thru, pass thru

Circle four to a line
Pair off, centers in, cast off threequarters
Pass thru, wheel and deal

Dixie daisy (patter)
Centers in, cast off three-quarters,
star thru
Centers in, cast off three-quarters,
star thru
u
Substitute, pass
Left alleman"
.
Is. • )4.

PATIENCE
, Marty Winter, Cresskill,
,auple one face your corner,

N.J.
box the

gnat
Square your set just like that
Sides to the middle, back you go
Pass thru, separate around one to
make a line
Forward eight, back you reel
Pass thru, wheel and deal, double
pass thru
Centers in, cast off three-quarters
round
New lines forward and back you
reel
Pass thru, wheel and deal, double
pass thru
Centers in, cast off three-quarters
round
New lines forward and back, star
thru

Lead couple California twirl
Those who can do a right and left
thru
Same two square thru three hands
Those who can square thru threequarters
Those who can square thru threequarters
Last couple California twirl, everybody promenade
Don't slow down, head men and the
girl with you wheel around
Right and left thru, then roll away,
half sashay
Half square thru, right to partner
Go right and left grand . . .
CRAZY DAISY
by Jerry Helt, Cincinnati,

Ohio
Allemande left about like that, right
and left, number one man turn
back
Do a right and left, number two man
turn back
Right and left, number three man
turn back
Right and left, number four man turn
back
Right and left, number one man turn
back
Right and left, number two man turn
back
Right and left, number three man
turn back
Right and left, number four man turn
back
Do a right and left grand . . .
RAMPAGE
by George Vagtborg, San Diego, Calif.

Lady number one chain right
Couple number one forward and
back
Forward again, stand back to back
Split those two, round the man, line
up three
Couple number three forward and
back
Forward again, stand back to back
Circle four, head gents break
Forward eight and back you go
If you can, star thru (the ends)

Circle eight, side gents break
Line of three, line of five
Forward eight, back you go
End four star thru, then circle eight
around the ring
Three ladies who can, roll away, half
sashay
Original partner swing you do
Allemande left, still not thru, promenade
One and three wheel around, cross
trail thru
Left allemande . . .
BIG HORSE SHOE
by Dan Schmelzer, Torrance, Calif.

Heads star thru, double pass thru
Peel off to a line of four, star thru
Cloverleaf, double pass thru, horse
shoe turn
Do-sa-do to an ocean wave
Girls run, wheel and deal
Face those two, star thru, wheel and
deal
Do a dixie daisy just two-thirds
Center four box the gnat, right and
left thru
Horse shoe turn, don't just stand
Corner girl, left allemande . . .
HALF CRAZY SQUARE
by Dan Schmelzer, Torrance, Calif.

ie and three half sashay
to the middle, back away
. are thru just like that, count four
hands
Square thru the outside two four
hands round again
Make your lines facing out
Bend the line, forward and back
Square thru across the track
Four hands round (two facing in,
two facing out)
Center four square thru four hands
Others divide and star thru
Cloverleaf, substitute, center four box
the gnat
Right and left thru, pass hack thru
Star thru the outside two
Dixie chain across the land, girls turn
back
Left allemande .
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CRAZY SQUARE

by Dan Schmelzer, Torrance, Calif.

All four couples half sashay
Heads to the middle, back away
Square thru just like that
Four hands round, don't look back
Square thru the outside pair four
hands round
Line up four, you're facing out
Bend the line, go up and back
Square thru across the track
Four hands round like that (two facing in, two facing out)
Center four square thru four hands
Others divide and star thru
Half square thru, line up four
Bend the line, pass thru, U turn back
Star thru, square thru three-quarters
round
Left allemande . . .

First couple left, next couple go right
Right and left thru, come back with
a dixie chain
Girls turn hack, left allemande ...
EASY PEEL OFF

by Dan Schmelzer, Torrance, Calif.

One and three half sashay
Slide thru across the way
Half square thru to a line of four
Forward out and back you reel
Just as you are, wheel and deal
Double pass thru, peel off to a line
of four
Forward and back, star thru
Peel off to a line of four
Pass thru, wheel and deal
Men square thru three-quarters
Left allemande . . .

HAVE FAITH
by Dan Schmelzer, Torrance, Calif.

Two and four square thru three
hands
One and three turn thru, separate, go
around one
Face those two, square thru four
hands round
Lines of four, bend it, man
Star thru across the land, cloverleaf
Center four box the gnat, change
hands
Left square thru three-quarters
Square thru the outside pair four
hands round
Make lines of four, bend it, star thru
Substitute, square thru three-quarters
round, to the corner
Left allemande . . .
DIXIE DAISY-PEEL OFF FIGURE
by Dan Schmelzer, Torrance, Calif.

Heads star thru, do a dixie daisy
Over and back, peel off to a line of
four
Forward and back, star thru
Center four right and left thru
Substitute, right and left thru
Pass back thru, star thru, pass thru
Wheel and deal, double pass thru
2$
11..1=MMEM

HASH NUMBER ONE
by Rex Olds, Long Beach, Calif.

One and three lead right, circle to a
line
Pass thru, girls turn back
Make an ocean wave, balance
Spin the top, everybody pass thru
Make a U turn back, star thru
Double pass thru, first couple left,
next couple right
Right and left thru, cross trail back
Left allemande . . .
.

HASH NUMBER TWO
by Rex Olds, Long B..ch, Calif.

One and three swing thru, spin the
top
Right and left thru, square thru
three-quarters round
Do-sallo the outside two
Then swing thru, spin the top
Right and left thru, California twirl
Wheel and deal, double pass thru
First couple right, next one left
Do-sa-do the two you meet
Then swing thru, spin the top
Right and left thru, insides arch, dive
thru
Square thru three-quarters round
Left allemande ...

MIXED HASH
by Lee Kopman, Wantagh, L.I., N.Y.

Heads lead right, circle to a line
Pass thru, arch in the middle, ends
turn in
Pair off, peel off, star thru
Centers California twirl
Box the gnat, go right and left
grand . . .
Heads lead right, circle to a line
Pass thru, face down the line
Centers square thru three-quarters
Left swing thru, ends circulate, centers trade
Left allemande . . .
Heads lead right, circle to a line
Pass thru, centers trade
Ends fold, peel off, ends cross run
Centers square thru three-quarters
Others move along and star thru
Pass thru to a left allemande . . .
Heads lead right, circle to a line
Centers box the gnat, square thru
three-quarters
FUN FOR THE WHOLE FAMILY
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Ends pass thru, move along and star
thru
Slide thru, left allemande . . .
Heads lead right, circle to a line
Pass thru, arch in the middle
Ends turn in, double pass thru
Horse shoe turn, go right and left
grand . . .
Head ladies chain across
Heads lead right, circle to a line
Star thru, swing thru one time
Men cross run, girls trade
Girls cross run, men trade
Girls trade, girls cross run
Left allemande . . .
Sides right and left thru, same ladies
chain
Heads lead right, circle to a line
Centers box the gnat, right and left
thru
Spin the top, ends cross run
Left swing thru to a left allemande . . .
1 1 th ANNUAL

SQUARE
DANCE
VACATIONS
LYONS, COLORADO

III

Located in the heart of the beautiful Rocky
Mountains, Peaceful Valley Lodge is like a
dream come true as the perfect vacation
spot for the entire family. Enjoy three
wonderful meals every day (all you can
eat); evening dance parties; special programs for teenagers and children under
trained leadership; swimming in heated,
Filtered pool; horseback riding and instruction; trout fishing; hiking; wonderful scenery
and real trail fellowship. Workshops on
Squares and or Rounds in daytime; dancing in evening for entire family and later
For adults only. The only bona fide dude
ranch offering square dance vacations.
Write or telephone for FREE brochure:

KARL BOEHM,
Peaceful Valley Lodge, SD-5,
Star Rt., Lyons, Colo. Ph. (303) 747-2204
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NEW IDEAS
DIXIE SPIN

Calif.
Designated persons give a right,
pull by, turn the one you meet by the
left, as to go into a dixie style ocean
wave. Centers swing right threequarters, ends move up one-quarter.
by Chuck Raley, Lakewood,

EXAMPLES
by Chuck Raley, Lakewood, Calif.

Heads lead right, circle to a line
Ladies lead in a dixie spin
Step thru, bend the line
Gents lead in a dixie spin
Slide thru, left allemande . . .
Head gents and corners go forward
and back
Headgents lead in a dixie spin
Step thru, split two, go around one
to a line of four
Slide thru, eight chain three
Left allemande . . .

Head ladies lead in a dixie spin
Slide thru, pass thru
Left allemande . . .

Four ladies chain three-quarters
Turn and chain them across the land
Send them back in a dixie spin
That's your corner left allemande . . .

Head men lead in a dixie spin
Slide thru, left allemande . . .

Heads pass thru, go around one to
line up four
Centers only forward and back
Same ladies lead in a dixie spin
Step thru, go around one to line up
four
Centers only forward and back
Same ladies lead in a dixie spin

Heads lead right, circle to a line
Ladies lead in a dixie spin
Slide thru, right and left thru
Square thru three-quarters round
Left allemande . . .

SINGING CALLS

"SECOND HAND ROSE"

HI
HAT
Records

Flip Called By
DICK HOULTON
HI-HAT 333

New Hoedowns

"WHOA DOBBIN" &"HI-DE-HO"
You Have Never Heard Better Rhythm!
HI-HAT 607

ROUND DANCES

"AIN'T SHE SWEET"
Easy two-step by Pete and Ann Peterman

"MOOD INDIGO"
PRODUCED By

MERL OLDS
BOX 69833
LOS ANGELES. CALIF 9CX)59

so

A smoothie by Chet and Barbara Smith
HI-HAT 827

Step thru, go around one to line up
four
Centers only forward and back
Same men lead in a dixie spin
Step thru, go around one to line up
four
.
Slide thru, left allemande

MORE DIXIE SPINS
by Rod Blaylock, Albany, Ga.

Heads square thru four hands
Right and left thru, turn 'em
Ladies in the lead, do a dixie spin
Cross with a right, pull 'em out
Men turn right three-quarters
Girls move up to a left allemande . .

Cross with a right, pull the girls in
Girls turn right three-quarters
Men move up to a left swing thru
Left allemande . . .
Head ladies lead in a dixie spin
Cross with a right, pull the men in
Men turn right three-quarters, girls
move up
Step thru, face your partner
Pass thru, swing thru
Box the gnat, right and left thru
Slide thru, men lead in a dixie spin
Cross with a right, pull the girls in
Girls turn right three-quarters
Men move up to a left spin the top
Left allemande . . .
SQUARE THE DIXIE
by Allan Burke, Sask., Canada

Heads square thru four hands
Swing thru two by two, box the gnat
Right and left thru the other way
back
Cross trail thru, U turn back
Men lead in a dixie spin

From a double pass thru position,
center couples square thru threequarters (pull by), turn inactives by
the left (leaving them facing out),
come back to the center and cross by
the right as in dixie daisy. From a

DON'T BE LEFT OUT ON A LIMB
THIS YEAR AT VACATION TIME!

SIGN UP NOW

FOR AL BRUNDAGE'S FABULOUS
16th ANNUAL

FUNSTITUTE
U.S. TIII1ER HOTEL
on the grounds of

West Point Academy
WEST POINT, N. Y.

JULY 10-15
Al Brundage Vacations
P,O. Box 46
Springdale, Conn. 06879

1966

AL BRUNDAGE
DAVE TAYLOR
ART HARRIS
DATE IN FOSTER
DOT

AUGUST 7-12 1
AL BRUNDAGE
CURLEY CUSTER
JACK JACKSON '
PAUL
LAURA& MEROLA '
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squared up position, do a left square
thru four hands, turn inactives half
by the left and cross by the right
again as in dixie daisy.

Head couples left square the dixie
Four hands round, and when you're
through
Centers in and fold, left allemande ...

SQUARE THE DIXIE

HALF LEFT SQUARE THE DIXIE
by Allan Burke, Sask., Canada

by Allan Burke, Sask., Canada
Heads lead right circle to a line
Forward eight, back you reel
Pass thru, wheel and deal
Three-quarter square the dixie
Centers in, cast off three-quarters
Pass thru, wheel and deal
Three-quarter square the dixie
Centers in, cast off three-quarters
Pass thru, wheel and deal
Three-quarter square the dixie
Centers in, cast off three-quarters
Left allemande . . .
LEFT SQUARE THE DIXIE
by Allan Burke, Sask., Canada

All four ladies chain
Side couples roll away, half sashay

Heads forward and back
Left half square the dixie
Centers out, ends cross fold
Box the gnat, change hands
Left allemande . . .

SQUARE DANCE Magazine WORKSHOP features original material submitted by you.
Choreography, Callers' Questions, Basic
Breakdown, Figures and Breaks, and New
Ideas are presented each month. Mail new
and creative material and questions to
Willard Orlich, Workshop Editor, SQUARE
DANCE Magazine, 514 Cherry Circle, Glenview, III. 60025.

AMERICA'S MOST BEAUTIFUL BADGES
At Special Club Discounts
Here are badges that are truly beautiful, distinctive. Nothing like them
anywhere. Choice of over 20 colors.
The very newest in designs and ideas
always in stock. We also make
badges to order any shape, any
color, any size. Send sketch for FREE
sample and estimate. Prices start at

70e. each. Discounts on full club orders. However, small orders welcome
as well as large. Write for list of
goofy and fun badges. Before you
buy badges, check with us. We invite comparison in quality, design,
and craftsmanship. Satisfaction guaranteed.

Write for Details — No Obligation

NEW ERA ENGRAVERS
11041 SOUTH TALMAN AVE., CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 60655
Phone: 312-233-5527
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SQUARE DANCE MAGAZINE

SQUARE DANCE SPECIALTIES

Both are printed in 3 colors. 8' by 11 inch size. Suitable for framing.

YOUR CHOICE OF DELUXE
SQUARE DANCE AND ROUND DANCE DIPLOMAS
ONLY

OC

• Add 25 cents for postage on orders less than 25 diplomas .
Postage is paid on all orders of 25 or more. Dealers and dis

EACH'

1

tributary write for quantity prices.

tf04, HAVE FUN
&SQUARE DANCING
DAY-GLO BUMPER STRIPS

JOHN WARD'S

Desugn printed in black on fire orange fluorescent
self-adhesive stock. 12 inches long by 4 inches

CHEK-A-KALL

deep. Four times brighter than ordinary colors.

Me low, Sm.,

Get

enough for the whole club. Postpaid.

350 EACH

2 FOR 500

ORDER BLANK
SQUARE DANCE MAGAZINE
514 Cherry Cir., Glenview, III. 60025
Enclosed is $

Pease

send

CHEK-A-KALL
A proven way to work out new square
dance calls anytime, anyplace. Just us
coach works out his new plays using
diagrams or blocks, a caller can work
out his new calls before actually using
them with John Word's CHEK.A-KAIL.
Visualize every moment of your call.
Shipped postpaid .

$2.00

NAME
ADDRESS
CITY

STATE

following:

center for youth activities, including
plenty of dancing, panels, rounds,
workshops, and after parties.
One of the youth program's most
active participants will be Indianapolis caller Charlotte Watkins, who recently was named Marion County
Sesquicentennial Queen. Charlotte s
sponsor in the competition was the
15th National Square Dance Convention.
Another outstanding phase of the
Hoosier National will be the panel
program. A wide range of topics, including Our Square Dance Image,
After Party Fun, Publications—Club
and Commercial, Youth In Square
Dancing, and Caller-Dancer-Leader
Relations, have been scheduled.
Information and registration forms
for the 15th National Convention will
be sent on request. Address all correspondence to: 15th National Square
Dance Convention, 1205 Roosevelt
Building, Indianapolis, Ind. 46204.

NATIONAL
NEWS
AND EVENTS

• NATIONAL CONVENTION All systems are GO for the fast-approaching '15th National Convention
June 16-18 in Indianapolis, Ind. Registrations and hotel reservations are
being speedily processed. Dancers
are urged to register now.
A major accent of this year's National will he on youth. The 4-H
Building at the Indiana Fairgrounds,
Convention headquarters, will be the

SQUARE OR
ROUND DANCE

BRAND NEW

RECORD GRAB BAG!
REGULAR $1.45 RECORDS
ALL POPULAR LABELS • 45 rpm ONLY

We Make The Selection
Emiammolum ■ mmommolm

ONLY

squareiYOUR SETS
I P.O. BOX 143, NILES, ILLINOIS 60648

I

Please Rush Me The Following: Enclosed is $
in cash, check or money order.
10 Round Dance Assortment for $6.90 P.P.

ACH
POSTPAID

10 Square Dance Assortment for $6.90 P.P.
Name..

WHEN YOU ORDER TEN
SAVE OVER HALF on brand new
popular square or round dance
records. Here's your chance to increase your record library at low
cost.
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I

Address .
City .

State
Please send me your free catalog.
Mai

Mt

MO

• ALOHA—Square dancers who are
in the midst of fall vacation plans
are urged to keep in mind the Third
Aloha State Convention in Honolulu,
Hawaii Oct. 7-9, 1966. Convention
site will be the Hilton Hawaiian Village Hotel. Callers already scheduled
to appear are Tommy Stoye, Dick
Weaver, Bill Mueller, Glenn Zeno,
and many others. Write for information to: Aimee and Dick Weaver,
General Chairman, P.O. Box 667,
Kailua, Oahu, Hawaii 96734.
• MARYLAND—The Round Dance
Teachers Council of Maryland, Virginia, and Washington, D.C. sponsors
its Annual Butterfly Ball May 1.
Dancing will be 3 to 6 p.m. in the
Lutherville School, Baltimore, Md.
• NEW MEXICO — Billy Lewis,
Schroeder's Playboys, and state callers will headline the program of the
New Mexico State Festival May 6-7.
Teen dancing, workshops, and rounds

will be featured during the week end
at the Chaparral Convention Center,
Ruidoso, N. Mex.
• CALIFORNIA—May 6-8 are the
dates set for the California State
Convention at the Orange Show
Grounds, S a n Bernardino, Calif.
Panels, a style show, after parties, and
60,000 square feet of wood floor for
dancing make this a week end not to
be missed.
• MARYLAND — The Dixie Squarenaders host their Eighth Annual May
Festival in Hagerstown, Md. May 7.
Harry Lackey, C. 0. Guest, Paul
Childers, Edna and Gene Arnfield,
and Betty and Iry Easterday will
keep the program jumping from 1
p.m. to midnight in Hagerstown's
North High School.
• ILLINOIS—Chicago's International Amphitheatre is the site of the International Jamboree May 7 from 1

MONEY-MAKING OPPORTUNITY FOR STORES
You can become part of the booming square dance industry. Earn big
profits selling square and round dance records in your area. The
specialist record distributors listed below will set you up in business if
you can qualify. They carry all square and round dance labels and
books and can offer fast efficient service. If you are already a dealer of
square dance accessories and clothing, here's your chance to add to your
volume profitably. Contact distributor nearest you for complete details.
No obligation.

WRITE TODAY TO DISTRIBUTOR NEAREST YOU
CALIFORNIA
Corsair-Continental Colt,
5528 N. Rosemead Blvd
Temple City

ILLINOIS
Heritage Distributing Corp.
8407 N. Caldwell Ave.,
Chicago same

NEBRASKA
Square Dance Distributors
308 Lyric Building, Omaha
OHIO
Twelgrenn Enterprises
P.O. Box I& Bath

CANADA
MICHIGAN
Square Dance Specialties
Canadian Music Sales
58 Advance Road. Toronto. Ont. 14800 Grand River, Detroit 27 TEXAS
Merrbach Record Sales
323 W. 14th Street, Houston
GEORGIA
Record Distributors
2581 Piedmont Rd., N.E..
Atlanta 30324

MISSOURI
Webster Record Distributors
124 W. Lockwood
St. Louis 19

WASHINGTON
Western Dance Distributors
1230,
4 Westlake Ave. N.. Seattle 8
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to 10 p.m. A roster of 12 callers—
Chuck Broad, Max Forysth, Carl
Geels, Bob Lewis, Jack Livingston,
Dale Manson, Art Matthews, Red
McClelland, Wally Schultz, Jim
Smith, Johnny Toth, and Ham Wolfram—plus rounds by Dot and Ken
Olson will guarantee not a slow down
in this hoedown.
• NEBRASKA—Lincoln, Nebr. hosts
its 26th Annual Festival May 7 at
the Pershing Municipal Auditorium.
The afternoon and evening program
will be guided by Linc Gallagher and
Pete and Don Hickman.
• MICHIGAN — Benton Harbor,
Mich. celebrates its annual Blossomtime Festival May 7, and a gala
square dance is part of the plans. Ben
Baldwin will be behind the mike in
the Benton Harbor High School. Visitors are urged to arrive in time to
see the Blossomtime Grand Floral
Parade at 1:30 p.m. Dancing will be
8 to 11:30 p.m.

• ENGLAND—The British Association of American Square Dance Clubs
presents its Second Annual Californiain-England Holiday Camp May 7-8.
The appropriate slogan for the week
end is, of course, "California, here we
come!"
• NEW JERSEY—The Merry Squares
of Bloomfield, N.J. present Earl
Johnston of Vernon, Conn. at a special dance May 12. The Bergen Mall
Auditorium in Paramus, N.J. will be
the site of festivities.
• PENNSYLVANIA—Ardy and Dick
Jones present the Second Royal Holiday May 13-15 at the Tamiment Hotel in the Poconos of Pennsylvania.
Staffers are Bob Page, Gloria Rios,
Dottie and Jules Billard, and Phyllis
and Howard Swanson.
• NEVADA—Skip Graham, Kenny
McNabb, and Chuck Raley will be

GRENN
GR 14085 "SOMEONE" (two-step)

Newest
Rounds

by Bernie Tourigny and
Jan Brunel!

GR 14085 "LATIN LOUIE" by Al and Carmen Calif u
Classic round now available again.

Newest
Challenge

GR 13016

'SLIDE

THRU WORKSHOP"

GR 13016 "SLIDE THRU HASH"
Four dances on one

"TURN THRU WORKSHOP"
"TURN THRU HASH"

record—coils

by Johnny Davis

Recent Challenge EP's (four dances on each record)
13015 Trade Wkshp Cast Back Wkshp Trade Back Hash/Buster's Dblcross
13014 Cloverleaf Wkshp Clover and Anything Dix. Daisy Wkshp Dix. Daisy
13013 Loop The Loop Wkshp Chain Star Thru Spin Top 'Circulate Hash
13012 Arky Workshop No 's 1, 2, 3, 4

Hash

TOP
Newest
Squares

TOP 25122 "FLOWERS ON THE WALL"
TOP 25124 "BY THE SEA"

flip by Ray Bohn

flip by Herb Keys

Recent Squares
25121 Happy Square Dance Way—Thornton
25120 Moon Is Making Eyes—Thornton
25119 Heartaches—Prystupa
25118 Last Time I Saw Henry—Cargill
36

25117 Under The Sun—Zents
25116 Green Green—Hendrickson
25115 Harvest of Sunshine—Zents
25114 Travelin' Shoes—Schultz

featured at the 19th Annual Silver
State Festival in Reno, Nev. May 1315. Rounds by Dolly and Bill Barr
and sound by Jim Hilton also await
dancers who trek to Reno's Centennial Coliseum.
• NI ICII EGAN — The Wooden Shoe
Klompeil Dancers will again present
an exhibition at the Seventh Annual
Tulip Time Festival May 14 in Holland, Mich. Texan Red Warrick will
call the squares in Holland's West
Ottawa High School.
• LOUISIANA—Melton Luttrell will
be the featured caller at the Seventh
Annual Cenla Festival, hosted by the
dancers of Alexandria, La., May 14.
The air conditioned Convention Center in Alexandria will be "where the
action is."
• ILLINOIS—A sure cure for your
spring fever! That's the Second II-

linois State Convention, May 20-22,
at the Conrad Hilton Hotel on the
lakefront in Chicago, Ill. The threeday program includes a style show,
workshops, and folk dancing.
• MICHIGAN—Michigan jumps in
May! Traverse City, Mich. hosts its
11th Annual Festival May 21-22. Dub
Perry, Decko Deck, Bea and Norm
Beutel and Jerrie and Don Day will
staff the festival, sponsored by the
Northwestern Michigan Council.
• COLORADO—A festive week end
at Estes Park, Colo. is planned for
May 27-29. Dancerama squares and
rounds will be under the guiding
hands and voices of Jerry Haag,
Dale Casseday, and Betty and John
Brownyard.
Notional News rind Events

Address:

Editor,

SQUARE DANCE Magazine, 514 Cherry Circle,
Glenview, Illinois 60025.

TURKEY RUN WEEK ENDS
at Marshall, Indiana
WITH MAX & LOVELLA FORSYTH
June 3, 4, &5

Sept. 2, 3, 4, & 5

Also Johnnie Wykoff
Rounds: Betty & Clancy Mueller

Also Wally & Maxine Schultz
Rounds: Dot and Date Foster

Hotel & Cabin Rooms available. Camping & trailering limited.
Write for Brochures to LOVELLA FORSYTH
3201 East Tulip, Indianapolis, Ind. 46227

Subscription Service
ATTACH
LABEL
HERE

Please include a SQUARE DANCE
prompt
address label to
insure
service wh
r you write about
your subscription.
Mail to: SQUARE DANCE
Subscription Service
514 Cherry Circle
Glenview, Illinois 60025
To subscribe to SQUARE DANCE
mail this form with your Payment and check 0 New Subscription
0 Renew My Pr t Subscription.
Subscription rotes in the United
States: One year, $5.00; Two years,
$9.00; Three years, $12.00. Canadian
and foreign add S .50 per year postage.

CHANGE OF ADDRESS
If you re moving, please let us know
three weeks before changing your address. Place magazine label here. Print
your new address below. If you have
a question about your subscription, place
your address label here and clip this
form to your letter.

name
address
city

stole

sip

cod*
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Announcing A Profitable Business
Opportunity In Selected Areas With —

SQUARE DANCE
SHOPS
LOCALLY OWNED — NATIONALLY KNOWN
you have the desire to own and opIf erate
a Square Dance Shop but don't
know how to go about it, or if you now
own a store that is not making sufficient
profits, then this ad should be of interest
to you.
Square Dance Shops is a new FRANCHISE organization which is opening
Square Dance Shops throughout the
country. These stores are owned and operated by people like yourself, but the
national franchise organization furnishes
all the necessary guidance, help, and information to make it a very profitable
venture. Owners of these stores can expect to earn from $10,000 a year on a
modest investment secured by inventory
and fixtures.
Square Dance Shops has experienced,
trained executives in all phases of operating retail stores. We will show you
everything you need to know from advertising, merchandising, and accounting
to the buying of merchandise. Our people
are available for consultation at all times,
so you actually have an experienced staff
to help you make wise, profitable decisions.
Naturally, franchises will be available
only in specific geographic locations
based on population. The "Franchise"
method has proved to be the best way
inexperienced but ambitious people can
own a business of their own and make
good money operoting it. If you are interested, please write for complete details. No obligation.

SQUARE DANCE SHOPS
6407 North Caldwell Avenue, Chicago, Illinois 60646 — Phone: 312-763495?

Imagine my surprise when I found
I had won your contest! Thank you
for the check. This I have used to
buy square dance clothing and a renewal subscription to your fine magazine.
Loraine Dodge
Tacoma, Wash.
Since I was the first month's winner of your "How Square Dancing
Changed My Life" contest, I have
read many more interesting articles.
Each is good; each is different.
I must comment on the March entry by Loraine Dodge. . . . Loraine
gives the story as it should be. Good
callers, good dancers, and good instructors only become good by study
and hard work.
. . . the late President Kennedy
does mention square dancing in his
hook on physical fitness. I always
mention this in selling square dancing. . . .
Alma Miller
Dayton Ohio
In the glorious past, 99 per cent of
our dancers were happy when they
came into square dancing and were
still happy people when they were
forced to leave the art for one reason
or another, such as old age, raising
a family, moving to a new location. . . . The other one per cent are
never happy anywhere and are continually seeking new diversions,
drifting from one activity to another. . . .
And what a job this noisy minority
has done to good square dancing!
Never satisfied with what exists . . .
they barge into one category after
another, sounding off rabidly on ways

(of improving) although they know
nothing of what they are speaking. . . .
Thus we are faced with a continual turnover of dancers which is
not good for this or any other project that the one per cent minority
has been able to disrupt. . . .
They (the one per cent) will reduce square dancing to an unrecognizable skeleton . . . unless our present day callers and leaders put their
feet down and stiffen their spinal
columns, refusing to be influenced by
the demands of those who talk the
loudest but actually bear the least
weight.
Ed Moody
East Pepperell, Mass.
Because of the vast differences between eastern style or swing type
dancing and western square dancing,
we should always specify the name
"western" in our square dancing. . . .
This, I feel, is very important on
the covers of our magazines and in
any literature written.
Maxine Iliff
Findlay Ohio
. . . I would very much like to
make contact with any caller . . .
and exchange with him square dance
views. We in Australia read a lot of
the "doings" in the States concerning
square dancing. Perhaps a little is
heard in the States of Australian
dancing. I would be only too happy
to forward details of all square dancing in Australia. . . .
E. Eric Wendell
9 Belgrave St.
Hawthorne, Brisbane, Australia
We are happy with you in the
magazine's new look. It is great. . . .
Bob Sloan
Fontana Dam, N.C.
Address: Mail Editor, SQUARE DANCE Magazine,
514 Cherry Circle, Glenview, Illinois 60025.

a,

NATIONAL SQUARE DAN
The recreation industry is the fastest growing movement in America.
The 18th annual survey by The Morning Telegraph indicated that more
than 40 billion dollars was spent in
America for recreation last year. With
the work week decreasing from 84
hours ( 1800) to 52 hours ( 1909) to
40 hours (1950) to 30 hours (1975),
the above statistics provide clues to
where the "fun" dollars are being
spent.
The Athletic Institute survey for
1985 showed participation in cycling
first ( 57 million ), volleyball next (40
million), boating third (39 million),
bowling fourth (39 million), and
camping fifth (37 million).
Recent surveys of the square and
round dance movement suggest that
five million square and round dancers participate on the average of
twice monthly for ten months each
year. Twenty times five million equals
one hundred million. This suggests in
total participation that we are first.
Square dancing has never been included in the many national surveys
of recreation activities.
Square dancing seems to have gone
"underground." We have many publications, clubs, classes, and events.
Yet the average person seldom, if
ever, hears about our activity. National television shows almost every
type of event except ours.
The NSDA .is now working with
the National Recreation Association
to change our image and to present
square dancing as the best type of
recreation if not the most popular.

Orden dohmon
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MORE NEW MEMBERS
Luella and Fred Andrews

Rogers, Ark.
Joanie and Ernie Carviel
Hamilton, Ont., Canada
Rose Corrado
Drexel Hill, Pa.
Bernice and B. C. Droke
Decatur, Ala.
John Evans
Benzonia, Mich.
Susan and Ben Faus
Minneapolis, Minn.
Robert Fay
Roscommon, Mich.
Edie and Buck Fish
Philadelphia, Pa.
Gerald Flaherty
Tell City, Ind.
Gay and Kenny Ganger
Anderson, Ind.
Adele and Bob Gericke
Park Ridge, Ill.
Marge and Ray Harris
Fort Wayne, Ind.
Alice and Ralph Heft
Chicago, Ill.
S. E. Hebert
Hilo, Hawaii
Dorothy and Shorty Hoffineyer
Ann Arbor, Mich.
Ralph Horning
Millington, Mich.
Lillian and Ed Irving
Rexdale, Ont., Canada
Madelyn and Thomas Kemp
Lafayette, Ind.
Robert Knoblock
Melrose Park, Ill.
Dorothy and Paul Kubik
Norridge, Ill.
Della Mae and Glenn Latta
Clarkston, Wash.

E ASSOCIATION NEWS
25 EAST CHESTNUT STREET, CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 60611

Phyl and Frank Lehnert
Toledo, Ohio
Marie and Harold Loess
North Riverside, Ill.
Walter McBride
Elgin, Ill.
Rose and Bill McMattan
Fort Thomas, Ky.
Clem Marcoe
Tucson, Ariz.
Willard G. Meyer
Mitchell, Nebr.
Edith and Bob Michaels
Crawfordsville, Ind.
Nellie and Jess Miller
North Platte, Nebr.
Barbara and John Morley
Sault Ste. Marie, Mich.
J. Greig McMullin
Windsor, Ont., Canada
Sally and Bob Murphy
Indianapolis, Ind.
Dorine and Howard O'Brien
Dubuque, Iowa
Connie and J. V. Palmer
El Dorado, Ark.
Alma Ruth and Pete Peters
Birmingham, Ala.

Elsie and Herbert Ricker
Philadelphia, Pa.
Ruth and James Rigg
Sierra Vista, Ariz.
Joseph Roehling
Fort Wayne, Ind.
Jennie and Doc Smith
Ketchikan, Alaska
Royal Smith
Meeteetse, Wyo.
Marge and Ray Stouffer
Cincinnati, Ohio
Helen and Norman Streland
North Olmsted, Ohio
Carey and Bev Tallman
Livonia, Mich.
Leonard Watson
Tucson, Ariz.
Jane and Jerry White
Follansbee, W. Va.
Names of new members are printed in the order that they are received. Because so many people are
joining the NSDA and space is limited, it takes several months before
names of new members are published.

Enclosed find $5.00 (per person or
per couple) enrollment fee for one
year membership, charter certificate, membership card(s), and
special discount privileges. I understand $2.50 of this amount is
Please enroll (me) (us) as charter for SQUARE DANCE Magazine
member(s) in the National Square subscription (12) issues), the official publication of the AssociaDance Association:
tion.
(Mr. & Mrs.) (Mr.) (Mrs.) (Miss)
Signed _

MEMBERSHIP
APPLICATION

Address
City
State
I

Zip

Mail this form and remittance toNational Square Dance Association
25 E. Chestnut St.
Chicago, III. 60611
312-642-2901

SQUARE L ANNOUNCES
Gaylon Shull Calling

I FOUND YOU OUT
51-125

SINGING CALLS

Recent Releases

ECHO FROM THE HILLS—longhorn 153
Calls by Jerry Adkins
The same formula t hat gives Long-

CUTIE
SL-124 by Dick Enderle

horn a good rating month after month
is echoed here. Rhythmic slam bang
music couples with an intermediate
club figure that's slightly different to
quicken the pulse and send dancers
heading for the hills.

CITY LIGHTS
31.-123 by Dusty Randell
Wonderful Music By
Square L Outlaws

WORLD OF OUR OWN—Wagon Wheel
401
Calls by Joel Pepper

SQUARE L RECORD CO.
8512 La Jolla Ct.
Ft. Worth 16, Tex.

HEY, KIDS!
Did you know that the Lloyd Shaw Foundatiee
offers a Youth Membership to persons under
19?
52.00! And you get all privileges except voting.
You will be proud to say shot you belong to
this constructive organization that is building
toward your dancing happiness.
And take us to your leader. It will cost
more, but he can't afford to stay out!

his

Write to The Lloyd Shaw Foundation, Inc,
P O. Box 203 Colorado Springs, Cololoclo 10901

Your

(Suarantrr of the finest

in JEWELRY & ACCESSORIES

Quality

Since 189

At Better Stores Everywhere
F. L.
47

Wilmarth

Co., East Prov., R. I.

As you might guess, this is a relaxer. After a hard night's dance, it
might come as a breath of fresh air.
The pattern uses familiar stuff like
right and left thru and cross trail
(remember them?) and moody things
like "close the door" and "light the
light," which aren't commands, but
just suggestions.
IT'S A SHAME—MacGregor 1087
Calls by Wayne West

Nice twist or two here. Grand
square half way around. Eight chain
three to allemande new corner. The
music is get-up-and-so all the way
round. The tune won t be remembered, like so many others, but it really
doesn't matter. West is not way out,
but clear and sensible.
ROBERT E. LEE—J Bar L 5007
Calls by Joe Lewis
It's refreshing to see what

a dean
of the movement can do with an old
tune and a few faithful figures, and
in a style that few can match. Most
everyone should get this dance under
his belt and callers should get it into
their cases.
I NEVER KNEW—Windsor 4851
Calls by Al Brundage
Al is in fine form and so

is the

hand, hut there may not be quite
the Inkth impact in this one that most
11 intim.' releases are noted for. It's
.I‘ el.igi• (.1111) level. Buy it and try it.
1.,11 !HA Y hug it, or you may shrug
It

MERRBACH PRESENTS
BLUE STAR:1777 —Out of Your Mind, Caller:
Al Brownlee, Flip/ Inst
1778—Sugarfoot Rag/Tulsa (Hoedowns)
1779 —You Call Everybody Darling, Caller.
Marshall Flippo, Flip Inst.

I FOUND YOU OUT—Square L 125
Calls by Gaylon Shull

This perky platter has more wallop
than any other two this month, although the figure is just a cross trail
away from ho hum land. Both the
band and Shull have a bountiful
bounce and beat.

BOGAN:

1191—You All Come, Caller Billy

Dittemore, Flip;' Inst.
1192—Love Bug, Caller. Billy Dittemore,
Flip/ Inst.

LORE:

1086 -Go Swinging With A Lady,

Caller: Allen Tipton, Flip Inst.

ROCKIN

1331—Further and Further,

Caller. Paul Childers, Flip -'Inst.

BACK

IN CIRCULATION—Longhorn 152

Calls by Louis Calhoun
Well, pick up your heels, tap your
toes, and let's dance. You'll feel
stimulated by this fine country style
presentation that revolves around a
wheel and deal. Here's a good dance
opener or a good standard. It throbs
and bobs.
HEARTACHES—TOP 25119
Calls by Joe Prysrupo

The tune never climbed high on
the square dance hit parade, as it
did in the pop field, but newcomer
Jot has revived the old heartbeat and
pinned a cloverleaf on it. This band
has a way of making the Irish
NVasherwoman take on the fresh appeal 01 the Sweetheart of Sigma Chi.
THE LAST
25116

TIME I SAW HENRY—Top

Calls by Jim Cargill

This has a nice swing to it. It also
has an eight chain one, swing thru,
boys run, and wheel and deal. As
usual, the music is fit to "bye" Henry
by. Watch a trick or two in this choreography. Technically, you should
chain the gals (not star them) both
times in the break.
THE EASY WAY—MacGregor 1086
Calls by Chuck Raley

Swing thru to a catch all eight
gives this one a little distinction.
Slide thru helps too. The music is
friendly, gregarious, and MacGregor,

SWINGING SQUARE:

2333 — Hello Mary

Lou, Caller George Peterson, Flip/Inst.

KEENO:

2330—Set Me Free, Caller Harold

Bausch, Flip/Inst.

MUSTANG:

115—Green Beret, Caller

Bob

Arnold, Flip/Inst.

MERRBACH RECORD SERVICE
323 West 14th St., Houston, Texas

NAME ONLY-60c
NAME & TOWN
JOHN
OR DESIGN-65c
HANDS
NAME & TOWN
& DESIGN- 75c
ANY STATE SHAPE ONLY $1.25 Each
We design club badges. Order any badge
in any color—black, white, blue, green,
brown, red, yellow, walnut, birch.

PAT'S PLASTICS

Send Check,
We Pay Pottage

Box 847, Rifle, Colo 81650,
Ph. (303) 625-1718

OLD TIMER RECORD
! ! ! ! CATALOG ! ! ! !
YOURS FOR A 5c STAMP
Old Timer offers the best in old standards as well as new favorites. Get
complete record listing now.
OLD TIMER RECORDS
708 E. Weldon, Phoenix 14, Arizona
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Get Ralph Sweet's 97 Page Book—

"LET'S CREATE
`OLDE TYME'
SQUARE DANCING"
Over 80 calls, with lesson plans and teaching hints for quadrilles, contras, patter
and singing calls. Beginner material.
Proven dances. How to build a lasting
2c
square dance movement.
411 .
PPD
And much more.
Order from:
RALPH SWEET, POWDER MILL BARN
32 S. Maple St., Hozardville, Conn. 06036

POWDER

MILL BARN

WEEK END WORKSHOPS
in
OLDE TYME"
SQUARE DANCING
for
Callers and Teachers

SAT. & SUN. • JULY 30-31 • AUG. 13-14
Ever try to teach your group Contras or Quadrilles? Did they enjoy them? Did you ever
really dance them yourself? The Week End Workshops will cover all phases of "Olde Tyme"
Square Dancing. Primary emphasis will be on
Quadrilles and Contras how to dance them,
how to teach your dancers to dance in time
with the music AND ENJOY IT.
SWEET, 32 S. Maple St.,
WRITE RALPH
Itiamardville, Conn. 06036
_

_

,FOR HARD-TO-FIND RECORDS
We have one of the largest stocks of

11,both old and new square and round
dance records in the U.S.A. We ship most
orders on the same day the order is
received.
lir

Special Price on 78's and
old 45's

We recently acquired a great many old

# and discontinued numbers on both

illr

Ms

and 45's. These are available at special
reduced prices. Write for list.
SEND 5c STAMP FOR NEW CAT/4100.

MAIL ORDER RECORD SERVICE

P.O. Box 7176, Phoenix, Arizona

WAGON
"TN!

1P A

=Ka RECORDS

RECORD DESIGNED . . . WITH THE CALLER W MIND"

WW 302—"HOUSTON"
WW 303"LOVE IN THE
COUNTRY"
WW 400—"BIRD OF PARADISE"
WW 401—"WORLD OF OUR
OWN"
Music by the WAGON-MASTERS

93.111 WEST 53rd AVENUE • • • ARVADA, COLORADO
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if not distinctive. It may be inconFruous to say, "Love 'em and leave
em—that's the easy way," but who
takes the patter for anything better
than verse?
GOOD TIME POLKA—Hi Hat 329
Calls by Ernie Kinney

There's probably nothing wrong
with a polka beat now and then for
variety, and this disc grows on you.
Easy club pattern. Gentle treatment.
Music will remind you of Gilmore's
boom-chuck band,

ROUND DANCES
CALL IT LOVE—Hi Hat 825
Choreography by Cookie and III Gibson

A 32 measure two-step, twice
through, with some repeats. Scissorsdip figure into a backward hitch suggests an "inexperienced inamorato."
Hardly feel this kind of love would
lead to the altar for a long stay.
Easy-intermediate.
MILORD—Hi Hat 825
Choreography by Jan Holden and
Bernie Tourigny
A 24 measure routine two-step plus

a vamp (that's interlude or break).
Sequence is strictly SOS (same old
stuff) and repeats three times. Looks
like this one is "off with Milord's
two-steps and back to `Ajaxing' that
shining armor." Easy.
TEARDROPS—Sets In Order 3154
Choreography by Jun
and Walt
Bedin

A 32 measure waltz, three times
through, to "Dancing With Tears In
My Eyes." The unhappy music
drowns out the routine, or maybe the
teardrops came too fast to make this
a smoothy. Intermediate.
COPENHAGEN—Sets In Order 3154
Choreography by Nita and Manning
Smith

A :32 measure Viennese style waltz.
Repeats on various canter figures. Re

inudvling of a circa 1958 came out
Ilk.. .1 'vainly dress. The altered rouI mi. 1\ \1111,other. The new musical
lost the charm of grand! its i'.111(1)S. Intermediate.
MOONLIGHT SAVING TIME — Grenn
14083
Choreography by Es and Joe Turner
A :32 measure, two times through,
routine with repeats. "Moonlight" is
as capricious and enchanting as milady's Easter bonnet. For a smile in
your routines (round dance, that is)
try "Moonlight" with its braggadocio
two-step canters, lilting lifts, and
breezy back locks, all arranged to a
real groovy time. Intermediate.
ALLEZ VOUS EN—Grenn 14083
Choreography by Norma and Phil
Roberts
Good music. A three times through,

32 measure waltz routine with a repeat of the first eight measures. This
could be called a momentary or
"hardly" waltz because of its frequent
changes of position and sudden quick
steps. Much like its title, "Away With
You," from pivots to pick-up to
Whisk! Intermediate.
CASTLES IN SPAIN—Windsor 1713
Choreography by Norma and Wayne

Wylie
A 32 measure two-step with balltouni flare. Repeats on two parts of
Ow tontine. Figures are not difficult,
but sviicupatcd Inning keeps this out
of the loot range of the novice. Dance
goes through twice. The musical
score is great ("Back In Your Own
Backyard"). Here's a chance to enjoy a Cliatcau cit Espagne without
the cost of an airline ticket.
GAY AND SHINY Windsor 4713
Choreography by Irene and Sy Volkart

A three Rows through, 32 measure
two-step with figure repeats. Steps
are easy with a "Lonesome Mama"
paraphrase. The gay and shiny, captivating musical arrangement of "I
Love My Baby" overshadows the
cumbrous choreography. Easy.

AMY

Learn
SQUARE DANCING
And/Or
CALLING
Better
"THE BEACON WAY"
With special improved electronic
equipment and systems;
Instructional brochures and kits;
Recordings, etc.
MAIL 25e for valuable details
NOW!
BEACON ELECTRONIC SALES
P.O. Box 861, Paradise, Calif.

COMPLETE COURSE

SQUARE DANCE
Fundamentals Movements
All the basic figures, new movements and experimental figures, from the very first Allemande
Left to the very latest. Dancers say it is the most
complete book on Square Dancing they hove ever
seen and that it should be a MUST for both
dancers and callers. A new supplement is issued
periodically at a nominal cost) to keep the
book up to date.
Price to date, $2.95 plus 20c mailing costs.
Florida residents odd 3% solos tax.
WALT WENT1NORTN, 5537 Mk A
North,
St. Petarsberg, Florida 33709

ENGRAVED
NAME cr)c
BADGES •Ilf%° EACH
Any State Shape 651` - Choice of Colors
FULL LIST OF GIMMICK CLUBS. We will quote
prices for badgers from your samples or
sketches, any color, any shop.. Writ. for
brochure or for information.

A TO Z ENGRAVING, Ray Nelson
P.O. BOX 345C, WAUCONDA, ILL.
75

o-JP
EVERYoNEW VoiN6 DoLOR6V3iirevE b
GIRLS OAK DECIDED WE DONT-a/Or-7D KVOLT....

COMING!
NEXT MONTH
IN
SQUARE DANCE
MAGAZINE

"BEGINNING CLUBS"
By ED GILMORE
The master himself, Ed Gilmore, proposes a simple,
direct, and workable way to improve the current
system of teaching new square dancers.

"EDUCATION - NATIONAL
CONVENTION STYLE"
Betty and Clancy Mueller, Round Dance Chairmen
of the 15th National Convention, give you tips on
the not-to-be-missed educational phases of the
Indianapolis National.

"KIRKWOOD LODGE
VACATIONS"
Watch for all these
special features
and all your favorite
regular features
coming in the
JUNE 1966
ISSUE
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Missouri's Kirkwood Lodge on the Lake of the
Ozarks is the scene of our June Vacation series
entry.

"SWING - EZY COMES BACK"
Gene Raffensperger gives you a first-hand look
at the Swing-Ezy Club of Keokuk, Iowa, making
a courageous return to dancing after last November's tragic disaster.

tiligOSOR

RINGS THE DELL
4C4/4; "UNDER THE BRIDGES
OF PARIS'
"UNDER THE BRIDGES OF PARIS" —
Edna and Gene Arnfield have done it
again in this beautiful waltz. Like
"Dancing Shadows," still the old favorite. Pete Lofthouse has given us the
most beautiful music ever. It's a perfect
wedding of dance and music—coupled
with "OLD MEMORIES," a lovely simple two-step by Gordy & Billie Gust.

1 14bnaories"
"1/11d ■
No. 4715

No. 4715
FAVORITE RECENT ROUNDS

4714 — "Shenanigans" / "Baubles, Bangles and
Beads"
4113 — "Castles In Spain" / "Gay And Shiny"
4112 — "Go-Go-Go" / "Forever And Ever"

NEW SQUARE:

"HEARTACHES" — Dave Taylor
comes out with a "clinger" of a call

with fun and gusto. You will love it.
No. 4853
RECENT FAVORITES IN SQUARES

4852 — "Nobody Knows Ya" — Bruce Johnson
4851 — "I Never Knew" — Al Brundage
4850 — "Finders Keepers" — Bruce Johnson

Wi,thsor
fus, Reeores5530 N. ROSEMEAD BLVD., TEMPLE CITY, CALIF.

NEW ON KALOX

1

K-1059 — HOEDOWNS

YAKKITY - YAK
CUMBERLIN' CAP
K-1058 - FLIP/INST.

MY CONFESSION
CALLER — HARRY LACKEY

K-1057 - FLIP/INST.

YOU

wrnr wolf mulls
CALLER — SINGIN' SAM MITCHELL

K-1056 — HOEDOWNS

COMING RUM THE MOUNT I.
MOTIF
MUSIC BY THE RHYTHM OUTLAWS BAND

NEW ON LONGHORN
LPI-1 S3--FLIP / INST.

-- rHo FROM THE HILLS

KALOX
RECORD
DIST. CO.
316 STARR ST.,
DALLAS,
TEXAS

CALLER — JERRY ADKINS
1.11-152—PLIP/INST.

C
CALLER — LOUIS CALHOUN
MUSIC BY THE LONGHORN PLAYBOYS

NEW ROUNDS ON BELCO
MUSIC BY THE BELCO RHYTHM BOYS
B-218

HEY, GOOD
LOOKING
Moo Fisher"

WALKIN' IN
THE RAIN
$y
Joao sad 'AMOR Farrah

B-217

CAN'T STOP
LOVINC YOU
Two-Sfap By
P.le and Don Hickman

THE RIGHT LOVE
Two-Step By
Ann and Emanuel Duming
_

.

